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There are a few steps to installing MeshChat onto a Raspberry Pi. 

First, the MeshChat package must be removed from your node (if you had previously installed it.)  Skip this 
step if this does not apply. 
 
Second, for MeshChat to work, you will need to install the API package on an AREDN node accessible to 
the pi. Meshchat will use that node to get the list of services on the mesh so it knows which nodes to poll 
for messages that match its zone.  
 
Third, the MeshChat package will need to be installed onto your pi and configured correctly. 
 
Fourth, you need to advertise the service on your node. 

Instructions for doing these steps can be found below. 

First Step:  (Skip if it does not apply) 

On the node’s status screen, choose “Setup.”  Then choose the “Administration” tab. 

Under “Package Management,” search for any installed Meshchat packages in the “Remove 
Package” drop-down menu.  Select packages and click “Remove.” 

Reboot the node. 

Second Step: 

Download the API package onto the pi accessible to the node.  Then, go to “Package Management” 
as described in the first step.  Next, go to “Upload Package,” click “Choose File” and select the 
downloaded file.  Click “Upload.”   

Third Step: 

From the terminal screen on your Raspberry Pi, you will install the required dependency packages 
first.  Before doing this step, make sure that the OS on the RPi is up to date and running “Raspbian 
Stretch.”  All of the commands below can be cut and pasted into the terminal screen or into Putty if 
you’re using it.  
 
sudo apt-get update 
sudo apt-get upgrade  
 
Next, you will need to install Apache Server 2. (Skip this next step if you already have Apache 
Server 2 installed.) 

 sudo apt-get install curl apache2 

 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/aredn/meshchat-api_1.02_all.ipk
https://s3.amazonaws.com/aredn/meshchat-api_1.02_all.ipk
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Next, download the MeshChat package: 

sudo wget https://s3.amazonaws.com/aredn/meshchat_1.02_all.deb     
 
Now install it: 
 
sudo dpkg -i meshchat_1.02_all.deb    
 
After the installation, reboot your pi: 
 
sudo reboot 
 
Next, some changes need to be made in the configuration files for MeshChat for it to work on the pi.  
To get to the configuration files, open a terminal window on your pi (or use Putty) and type the 
following command: 

 
sudo nano /usr/lib/cgi-bin/meshchatconfig.pm 
 
In the configuration file, find the second line shown as: 
 
our $meshchat_path                 = “/tmp/meshchat”; 
 
Change this line to read as: 
 
our $meshchat_path                 = “var/www/html/meshchat”; 
 
Then, scroll down to find the line: 
 

   our $pi_zone                       = ‘LWMeshChat’; 
    

Replace with: 
 
our $pi_zone                       = ‘SARCChat’; 
 
(This tells MeshChat which zone to retrieve messages from.) 
 
Next, if you have more than one node networked to the pi, you will need to specify which node you 
intend to use with MeshChat.  (This is not necessary if there is only one node directly 
networked with your pi.)  If this does apply, go to the next line: 
 
our $local_meshchat_node           = ‘localnode’; 
 
Replace with: 
 
our $local_meshchat_node           = ‘name of your node’; 
 
Save all the changes. 
 
 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/aredn/meshchat_1.02_all.deb
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Fourth Step: 

Now you will need to publish a service for the zone we want this installation on. MeshChat will poll 
other AREDN nodes whose service “name matchs” its own. Login to the node and go to Setup -
> Port Forwarding, DHCP, and Services. Make sure you have a DHCP reservation for the Pi, then 
add a service for it with the name of the zone you want to sync with.  

 

Make sure that you choose the name of your pi in the drop-down menu for the URL under 
“Advertised Services.”  Now save the changes and reboot your mesh node. 

Now browse to the ip or host name of your pi: http://<pi ip>/meshchat   
Example: http://10.203.112.238/meshchat  (This is Rod’s WB9KMO’s mesh node with n7qjk-pi.) 

 
Note: If you have any errors, double check your setup and try again. 
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Meshchat is really easy to use. When you browse the web interface for the first time you will be prompted 
to enter your call sign. You can put in your call sign or any other identifier you want your messages tagged 
as. 

 

After clicking Login you will see the main messaging page: 

 
 

 Enter a new message in the text field choose which channel to send to and hit send. Your message is 
stored immediately in the local message db. Once other nodes in your zone poll your node, the new 
message will propagate through the mesh. The users online table shows users whose browser has pulled 
new messages from the node within the last 2 minutes. Between 2-4 minutes their name will be grayed out 
and after 4 minutes it is removed from the list.  
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